
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS 1 

 2 

OKANOGAN COUNTY 3 

 4 

NOVEMBER 7, 2017 5 

 6 
  8:15 AM Update – Public Defender’s Office – Melissa McDougall, etc. 7 
  9:00 AM Commissioners’ Staff Meeting 8 
10:00 AM Cancelled – Update - Human Resources / Risk Management – Tanya Craig, Debi Hilts 9 
10:30 AM Update – Sheriff’s Office & Communications – Mike Worden, Frank Rogers, Joe Somday  10 
11:00 AM Update – Public Works – Josh Thomson, Ben Rough 11 
  1:30 PM Citizens Comment Period 12 
  3:00 PM Discussion – Bipartisan Citizens Climate Lobby/Audubon 13 
  4:30 PM Approve Consent Agenda 14 
 15 

The Okanogan County Board of Commissioners met in regular session on November 7, 16 
2017, Chairman Commissioner Jim DeTro, Commissioner Chris Branch, Commissioner 17 
Andy Hover, Clerk of the Board Laleña Johns, Tanya Craig, and Clerk III Melissa Thompson 18 
present.  19 
 20 
Commissioners convened the board at 8:15 a.m. 21 
 22 
Update – Public Defender’s Office  23 
Tanya Craig, Melissa McDougall, Public Defender’s Office Members, 9 members present 24 
 25 
Melissa McDougall wanted this meeting so that the Commissioners and her staff could meet 26 
and learn what everyone does.  Ms. McDougal is reporting items to Tanya Craig every 27 
month.  Parent representation program is helping but her office is still looking for a part time 28 
district court attorney.  Ms. McDougal introduced the staff and summarized their areas of 29 
focus 30 
 31 
Ms. McDougall stated that a greater number of trials and motions have been filed halfway 32 
through the year, than that in an entire year in previous years.  One contributing factor is 33 
having more experienced trial attorneys that are willing to go to trial. She spoke about a lack 34 
of resources for clients to meet with attorneys, resulting in meetings being held in the 35 
hallways.  Ms. McDougall’s recommendation would be to have the judge arrive later to give 36 
the attorneys and clients options to meet.  Ms. McDougall discussed a recent issue of 37 
finding qualified translators, but that issue may be resolved. Commissioner Branch asked if 38 
attorneys were struggling to find housing due to their contract work.  Yes, she replied and 39 
commuting is an issue too.. She feels very fortunate to have located quality people that 40 
have experience and have wanted to renew their contracts.  41 
 42 
The process of how a person would qualify for public defense was discussed.  43 
Commissioner Branch asked what is the level of income or non income where a person 44 
would qualify for public defense.  Ms. Craig says that it has to do with the poverty level of 45 
the client. The judge will ask a series of questions to determine of the client is qualified.  46 
 47 
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Ms. McDougall explained the general process for which a person is deemed eligible for 48 
public defense by a judge and discussed potential fee obligations.  Commissioner Branch 49 
brought up State budget issues that they were trying to address last year.  Commissioner 50 
DeTro asked if anyone from the Public Defender’s office were contacted to provide 51 
comment on Indigent Defense in relation to the State Budget.  Ms. McDougall says that they 52 
were not contacted, but she gathers data for Ms. Craig.  She can pull more data as needed 53 
and provide to Commissioner Branch to bring up to legislative parties.  Commissioner 54 
Branch would like to be able to capture the issue in a few words for which to express to 55 
members of the legislature.   56 
 57 
Briefing among Commissioners 58 

Had a conversation among themselves about the suggestion of the safety committee to hire 59 
a Marshall and the thoughts on that and overtime.   60 
 61 

Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1)(i) 62 

Commissioner Hover moved to go into executive session at 8:51 a.m. for 15 minutes 63 

inviting Tanya Craig, Risk Manager, to discuss agency litigation to which the county 64 

may be a party. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  65 

 66 

Executive session ended at 9:05 a.m. no decisions were made.  67 

 68 
Commissioners’ Staff Meeting 69 
Dan Higbee, Dave Gecas, Perry Huston, Kim Spivey,  70 
 71 
Fairgrounds Staff 72 
Kim Spivey has nothing new to report but asked for a summary of the previous day’s 73 
fairgrounds discussion.  Commissioner Hover said that Ms. Spivey should stay through the 74 
next pay cycle to finish up open items.  Commissioner Hover would like her to train Josh 75 
Freel, as he’ll be taking over her current tasks such as vouchering.  Ms. Johns said that she 76 
could train Mr. Freel on how to do deposits and vouchering if needed. Commissioner Hover 77 
would like Mr. Freel to attend regular staff meetings.  78 
 79 
Commissioners discussed what would be needed to keep Mr. Freel on part time when he 80 
has already been established as an exempt employees. Ms. Hilts discussed that Mr. Freel’s 81 
exempt status would not allow his pay or time to be reduced. Ms. Johns stated he would not 82 
be supervising employees during the winter months and that is one thing required for the 83 
status. He would need to be reclassified as an hourly employee.  Ms. Hilts explained what 84 
the hour requirements would need to be if he were to be classified as part time vs full time.  85 
No more than 30 hours. This will impact his benefits unless the board made an exception. 86 
Ms. Hilts explained that these two positions can be classified specifically to address the 87 
activities of those positions.  Commissioner Hover would like to look at it as two different 88 
positions, but Ms. Hilts is concerned how this will impact retirement and will need to look 89 
into it. Ms. Johns asked if a position could be created that would address the seasonality of 90 
the Fairgrounds, meaning the position is paid a certain way in 6 month blocks. 91 
Commissioner Hover would like to look at it as an average of the two rather than have two 92 
different rates. Ms. Hilts will look at options to have this contract positon and see about 93 
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mirroring similar contract employees.  Goal would be to look at the Fair and Fairground in a 94 
broad prospective and the benefits of the continuous position. 95 
 96 
Ms. Spivey asked if there was a expected pay day for BTO Construction. There are 97 
prevailing wage items that Basset needs to complete.  Once the items are complete, 98 
payment can be made.  Ms. Johns explained that the public hearing is on 20th for the 99 
Supplemental Appropriation and then Ms. Spivey and Mr. Freel will be able to process the 100 
bills that day.  Perry Huston will follow up with Bassett to make sure project items are 101 
complete.   102 
 103 
Human Resources 104 
Ms Hilts provided the BOCC with Performance Plan Evaluations and 2016 evaluations for 105 
reference.  According to Ms. Hilts, these are more of a coaching plan to help your 106 
employees grow with the progression of what you want to see your employees be and what 107 
they see for themselves. The Commissioners will need to fill out the evaluations and provide 108 
back to Ms. Hilts. Ms. Johns will be scheduling the evaluation appointments with the 109 
Commissioners.  110 
 111 
Clerk of the Board 112 
Clerk of the Board’s Agenda was distributed  113 
 114 
Laleña Johns provided an update on the Energy Project. 115 
 116 
Ms. Johns provided the Commissioners with two drafts of a Commissioners’ Policy on 117 
Scheduling and Action Items to review and determine their preference. The first version 118 
being her preference.  119 
 120 
Ms. Johns presented a template for Agenda Bills that will help provide a summary of 121 
Agenda items to be approved or reviewed by the Commissioners each week. Ms. Johns 122 
explained a new Contract Review Form, which can be used for Risk Management or 123 
Prosecuting Attorney review.  This type of form will help the process along and will be in line 124 
with policies.  The forms are in word format and can be filled in by departments.  125 
Commissioner Branch asked about adding a form or process for resolutions, such that the 126 
proper order, drafting, and review as taken place.  Ms. Johns will create additional forms for 127 
resolutions and for purchasing.  The forms will provide a road map of when something 128 
needs to be seen by the Prosecuting attorney.  Ms. Johns explained that emails have gone 129 
out about the purchasing process, and request for any surplus items.  The surplus hearing 130 
is to be scheduled 131 
 132 
Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1)(i) 133 

Commissioner Hover moved to go into executive session at 9:45 a.m. for 15 minutes 134 

inviting Perry Huston, Dan Higbee, David Gecas to discuss legal matters to which the 135 

county may be a party. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  136 

 137 

Commissioners extended the session at 10:00 am for an additional 10 minutes 138 

 139 

Commissioners extended the session at 10:10 am for an additional 10 minutes 140 
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 141 

Executive session ended at 10:22 a.m. no decisions were made.  142 

 143 
Perry Huston gave a staff report on the Capital Improvement plan and discussed the use of 144 
the Real Estate Excise tax to offset other funding sources and project costs. 145 
 146 
David Gecas discussed an Interlocal Agreement between Okanogan County and Twisp for 147 
interim building inspection and plan review services.  An amendment for the Interlocal 148 
Agreement has been drawn up to address the previous agreement’s billing issue. Mr. 149 
Gecas gave the amendment to BOCC to review.  150 
 151 
Motion to approve the Amendment to Interlocal Agreement with Twisp 152 
Commissioner Branch moved to approve Amendment to Interlocal Agreement 153 

between the Town of Twisp and Okanogan County for Interim Building Inspection 154 

and Plan Review Services.  Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 155 

 156 
Mr. Gecas discussed an agreement between the Support Center and Okanogan County for 157 
Domestic Violence Advocacy and Domestic Violence Prevention.  The proper RFP process 158 
was followed to come to this point. 159 
 160 
Update – Sheriff’s Office & Communications  161 
Mike Worden, Joe Somday 162 
 163 
Mike Worden updated the Commissioners on communication projects, which are making 164 
good progress.  Some tasks will need to be done next spring due to the weather. Mr.  165 
Worden discussed the anticipated State Military Department reimbursement and potential 166 
shortfall, which would result in a Supplemental Appropriation.  Mr. Worden is looking into 167 
ways to cover existing contractual projects.  He will be working with the Auditor’s office to 168 
determine what can be transferred. Ms. Johns explained this would be more of a 169 
supplemental and would require public hearing. He will work with Ms. Hall. 170 
 171 
Mr. Worden discussed two systems which need work.  The A/C unit for the server room will 172 
likely need to be replaced due to old parts.  The fire suppression system needs about 173 
$8,500 of work.  Commissioner DeTro asked if this is a capital improvement item.  They are 174 
repairs that dispatch would be paying out of repairs and maintenances.  Dispatch furniture 175 
parts are not available so new furniture would need to be purchase.  There are limitations 176 
so feels these department concerns need to be included in the capital facilities improvement 177 
plan.  178 
 179 
The potential restructuring of dispatch fees was discussed.  One idea that he wanted to 180 
present to the BOCC is the ability to utilize 1 tenth of 1% communications sales tax, then 181 
expenses that are over revenue could be redistributed through a formula based on 182 
population.  It could be a lot of money in higher populations.  If they look at call volume 183 
based on cities there could be discomfort to some agencies. The bulk of 024 budget would 184 
be covered by the 1 tenth of one percent sales tax, then the remaining cost to cover would 185 
be small and you could move forward with a new formula. The downside when the system 186 
is determined is how will it be funded if the 1 tenth has already been used for the fees.  Mr. 187 
Worden will be presenting this idea at the next COGG Meeting.  Commissioner Branch 188 
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would like the message to reflect the amount of services to all these cities that the county is 189 
providing, and there to be an understanding of where everyone is and what they are doing.  190 
The county is doing the best we can.  191 
 192 
Mr. Someday is working on a supplemental appropriation for the Corrections budget that will 193 
be delivered to the Commissioners soon.  194 
 195 
Update – Public Works  196 
Engineer Josh Thomson, Ben Rough 197 
 198 
Josh Thomson provided BOCC with agenda  199 
 200 
Maintenance and Road Conditions 201 
Engineer Josh Thomson provided an update on road conditions, snow plowing and 202 
overtime.  Commissioner DeTro inquired about what the employees were doing if they were 203 
not need for snow plowing.  Mr. Thomson explained that they are clearing ditches, brush, 204 
and culverts when snow is not being plowed, and off work if they are not needed.   205 
 206 
Road Log 207 
Mr. Thomson discussed the status of roads recently posted for vacation because there is no 208 
record of rights for County to maintain them.  The vacation needed to be re-advertised and 209 
posted and the roads were not accessible, so the notice was just posted at the sites.  Public 210 
Works will be checking to make sure the posted notices are still there. Mr. Thomson 211 
mentioned roads on the 55 map that are under forest service jurisdiction that the county 212 
does not have the right to maintain.  213 
 214 
CRAB RAP Meeting 11/02 215 
CRAB is looking at potentially changing scheduling that Mr. Thomson believes will have a 216 
negative impact to county public works projects.  The county projects have a shorter 217 
timeline whereas the funding coming from the state would be based on a 4-year timeline. 218 
Mr. Thomson expressed his concerns at the CRAB RAP meeting and believes that the 219 
concern was heard. Public Works wants to be able to complete projects sooner but CRAB is 220 
looking for a one size fits all.  Commissioner Branch agreed that flexibility should be 221 
available for various projects.  Mr. Thomson stated there will be a RAP call for projects next 222 
year.  Public Works will be strategizing and prioritizing the projects they put in for. They are 223 
trying to get portions of old Highway 97 updated as an all-weather road and then Highway 224 
7. 225 
 226 
Ben Rough joined the meeting at 11:15am 227 
 228 
Ben provided agenda to BOCC  229 
 230 
Open position status 231 
Two employees are retiring and two new Engineering Tech positions have been posted.  232 
Commissioner Branch asked if training is being done in anticipation of the vacancies and 233 
Mr. Rough explained that employees are being shadowed and processes being 234 
documented. He hopes to get a good pool of applicants.  Interviews are happening for this 235 
week for other open positions, and some have been filled.  236 
 237 
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Solid Waste Comprehensive Plan 238 
Mr. Rough provided an update on SWAC meeting.  Several chapters were reviewed, but 239 
they need some additional information on Chapter 4.  They are looking into it and hope to 240 
be done by November 20th.  They are still on schedule for a public review process. 241 
December 4th meeting will include a review of funds 405 to 123 closure and post closure.  242 
The spreadsheets are being updated which are used to track the funds. The update could 243 
result in small changes. Construction costs are on the rise, but Mr. Rough does not yet 244 
know what the changes could be.  245 
 246 
Recycle & transfer stations  247 
They are opening up a new recycle account for a new buyback program with new internal 248 
controls and cash handling procedures.  Anticipate a potential audit independently or part of 249 
next year’s audit.  The new account will be open in the next couple of weeks.  250 
 251 
Adjourned for lunch at 11:45 am 252 
 253 
Commissioners convened the board at 1:30 pm. 254 
 255 
Citizens Comment Period 256 
Commissioner Hover absent attending another meeting 257 
 258 
Maurice Goodall joined the meeting at 1:30 pm 259 
Mr. Goodall requested that the maps on the Sheriff Side of Virginia Grainger be updated 260 
because they are currently creating confusion for the public.  261 
 262 
Mr. Goodall discussed the current Search and Rescue activities and asked who is footing 263 
the bill for call outs. It appears the Sheriff’s office current expense fund is footing the bill, 264 
rather than the special fund, where budget for Search and Rescue expenses is to be paid 265 
from. Mr. Goodall indicated that the state will pick up the tab for meals and wages for 266 
anything over 24 hours of work.  The state does not cover volunteers.  Any expenses below 267 
24 hours of work are to be covered by the county.  Mr. Goodall suggested the County 268 
establish policies and procedures for drone use. 269 
 270 
Mr. Goodall, speaking as a citizen expressed a complaint that there is no code enforcement 271 
happening with an issue on his and a neighbor’s personal residence.  There is a situation 272 
that has already been filed with Planning and Building where a neighbor is encroaching on 273 
his and another neighbor’s property. The properties have been surveyed and the laws are 274 
stating that this neighbor needs to comply with setback rules.  Mr. Goodall said that despite 275 
being notified by planning, the neighbor has not moved her building and there has been no 276 
enforcement. Commissioner DeTro indicated that Director Perry Huston has brought up this 277 
enforcement concern as well and the potential ability to change a finding from a civil to 278 
criminal matter.  279 
 280 
Motion Tonasket EMS District  281 

Commissioner Branch moved to adjourn as the BOCC and reconvene as the Tonasket EMS 282 

District. Motion was seconded all were in favor, motion carried. 283 

 284 
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Motion Tonasket EMS Resolution 1-2017 285 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve Resolution 1-2017 adopting 2018 levy 286 

collection. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 287 

 288 

Motion Tonasket EMS Levy Certification -2018 Levy 289 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve the Tonasket Levy Certification for 2018  290 

levy collection. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 291 

 292 

Motion Methow Valley EMS District 293 

Commissioner Branch moved to adjourn as the Tonasket EMS and Reconvene as 294 

the Methow Valley EMS District Motion was seconded all were in favor, motion 295 

carried. 296 

 297 

Motion Methow Valley EMS District Resolution 1-2017 298 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve Resolution 1-2017 adopting 2018 levy 299 

collection. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 300 

 301 

Motion Methow Valley EMS Levy Certification -2018 Levy 302 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve Resolution 1-2017 adopting 2018 levy 303 

collection. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 304 

 305 

Motion Oroville Rural EMS District 306 

Commissioner Branch moved to adjourn as the Methow Valley EMS and 307 

Reconvene as the Oroville Rural EMS District Motion was seconded all were in 308 

favor, motion carried. 309 

 310 

Motion Oroville Rural EMS District Resolution 1-2017 311 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve Resolution 1-2017 adopting 2018 levy 312 

collection. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 313 

 314 

Motion Oroville Rural EMS Levy Certification -2018 Levy 315 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve Oroville Rural EMS District Resolution 1-316 

2017 adopting 2018 levy collection. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion 317 

carried. 318 

 319 

Commissioner Branch moved to adjourn as the Oroville Rural EMS and Reconvene 320 

as the BOCC Motion was seconded all were in favor, motion carried. 321 

 322 
 323 
 324 
 325 
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Discussion – Bipartisan Citizens Climate Lobby & Audubon 326 
Sandy Vaughn, Steve Ghen, John Sandvig, Jen Syrowitz 327 
 328 
John Sandvig and Steve Ghen, climate scientist, both representatives of the Citizens 329 
Climate Lobby introduced themselves to the Commissioners and provided them with 330 
handouts (attached).  They are conducting a tour through the county to make presentations 331 
about the changing climate and opportunities they see that can strengthen and preserve the 332 
economy across a full range of views. Jenn Syrowitz, member of the Audubon 333 
Conservation, is traveling with them and is looking to use birds as a bipartisan medium to 334 
make a call for action. Ms. Syrowitz explained that their organization is 52% progressive 335 
and 48% conservative so they have a voice of both sides.   336 
 337 
They presented a hand out that described their position which is there is a problem of global 338 
warming, due primarily to our burning of fossil fuels, which is threatening to change our 339 
climate system beyond our ability to adapt.  The solution that they presented was a variable 340 
carbon fee assessed at the source: well, mine, or port, and a dividend that would go back to 341 
households or people with carbon credits.   342 
 343 
When asked for their view points, Commissioner DeTro described how there have been 344 
periods of specific causes or concerns with political effects, where politicians have reaped 345 
the benefits of scientific reports that are later disproved or abandoned by the scientist who 346 
stood by them.  Commissioner Branch believes that there is a bigger issue where people 347 
are not participating in their government. There should be more conversations about the 348 
topic to hear each other’s viewpoints, but that many people don’t want to share their views 349 
due to peer pressure.  350 
 351 
Commissioner DeTro and Commissioner Branch similarly see obstacles in the management 352 
of the funds that are to be dividends back to the public or companies.  There is always 353 
another entity that could come in and take the funds, so the management of those funds 354 
could be undermined.  The question shared unanimously was what does giving money back 355 
to the public do for climate change.  356 
 357 
The Citizens Climate Lobby feels that a fee and dividend incentivize all businesses to 358 
increase energy-efficiency and reduce carbon footprints to remain competitive. They would 359 
want a levy placed on all imports from countries that do not have similar carbon pricing and 360 
then rebates given to American companies exporting. In response to how will the money be 361 
monitored, Mr. Sandvig reiterated that the public will need to hold our congressional 362 
representatives accountable.  363 
 364 
Mr. Sandvig, Mr. Gehn, and Ms. Syrowitz thanked the BOCC for the opportunity to present 365 
to them and have a discussion.  366 
 367 
Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1)(i) 368 

Commissioner Hover moved to go into executive session at 4:23 p.m. for 15 minutes 369 

inviting Tanya Craig, Risk Manager and Orrick Attorneys, to discuss agency litigation to 370 

which the county may be a party. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion 371 

carried.  372 
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 373 

Commissioners extended the session at 4:37 p.m. for an additional 5 minutes 374 

 375 

Executive session ended at 4:45 p.m. no decisions were made.  376 

 377 
Approve Consent Agenda 378 
Commissioner Hover moved to approve the consent agenda items 1-13 as presented, 379 

with the exception of item 12, which was approved in a public hearing. Motion was 380 

seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  381 
1. Commissioners’ Proceedings October 30 & 31, 2017 382 
2. Contract – Public Works - 2018 Stabilizer Supply – Keili Trading, LLC  383 
3. Contract – Public Works - Posi-Shell Supply – LSC Environmental Products 384 
4. Contract – Superior Court – Domestic Violence Advocacy and Domestic Violence Prevention – The Support Center 385 
5. Contract – LTAC – Borderlands Historical Society 17-LTAC-001 – Visitor Center Costs 386 
6. Contract – LTAC – Borderlands Historical Society 17-LTAC-002 – Marketing & Promotion 387 
7. Contract – LTAC – Tonasket Visitor Center 17-LTAC-028 – Capital Improvements 388 
8. Contract – LTAC – Tonasket Visitor Center 17-LTAC-030 – Visitor Center Costs 389 
9. Grant Application – Emergency Management – Homeland Security Grant EMPG E18-097 390 
10. Joint Resolution 17-093 North Central Regional Library Representative Appointment – Kathleen Allstot 391 
11. Resolution 179-2017 Change to the Elections Department Part Time Employees Pay Rate  392 
12. Resolution 180-2017 The Prohibition of Snowmobiles on Roads During Periods of Log Hauling – Public Works 393 
13. Resolution 181-2017 Road Project No. 9437-06 Highway 7 Plans, Provisions, and Specifications – Public Works 394 

 395 
Motion Certificate of Substantial Completion – Fairground Bathroom Project 396 
Commissioner Branch moved to approve and authorize the Chairman to sign the Certificate 397 
of Substantial Completion for the Fairground Bathroom Project. Motion seconded, all were 398 
in favor, motion carried. 399 
 400 
Commissioners adjourned for the day at 5:05 p.m. 401 

 402 


